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The purpose of this study was to evaluate the potential for use of image volume based registration
IVBaR to aid in measurement of changes in the tumor during chemotherapy of breast cancer.
Successful IVBaR could aid in the detection of such changes in response to neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy and potentially be useful for routine breast cancer screening and diagnosis. IVBaR was
employed in a new method of automated estimation of tumor volume in studies following the
radiologist identification of the tumor region in the prechemotherapy scan. The authors have also
introduced a new semiautomated method for validation of registration based on Doppler ultrasound
U.S. signals that are independent of the grayscale signals used for registration. This Institutional
Review Board approved study was conducted on 10 patients undergoing chemotherapy and 14
patients with a suspicious/unknown mass scheduled to undergo biopsy. Reasonably reproducible
mammographic positioning and nearly whole breast U.S. imaging were achieved. The image vol-
ume was registered offline with a mutual information cost function and global interpolation based
on a thin-plate spline using MIAMI FUSE© software developed at the University of Michigan. The
success and accuracy of registration of the three dimensional 3D U.S. image volume were mea-
sured by means of mean registration error MRE. IVBaR was successful with MRE of
4.31.7 mm in 9 out of 10 reproducibility automated breast ultrasound ABU studies and in 12
out of 17 ABU image pairs collected before, during, or after 11514 days of chemotherapy.
Semiautomated tumor volume estimation was performed on registered image volumes giving
868% mean accuracy compared to the radiologist hand-segmented tumor volume on seven cases.
Doppler studies yielded fractional volume of color pixels in the region surrounding the lesion and
its change with changing breast compression. The Doppler study of patients with detectable blood
flow included five patients with suspicious masses and three undergoing chemotherapy. Spatial
alignment of the 3D blood vessel data from the Doppler studies provided independent measures for
the validation of registration. In 15 Doppler image volume pairs scanned with differing breast
compression, the mean centerline separation value was 1.50.6 mm, while MRE based on a few
identifiable structural points common to the two grayscale image volumes was 1.10.6 mm.
Another measure, the overlap ratio of blood vessels, was shown to increase from 0.32 to 0.59
+84% with IVBaR for pairs at various compression levels. These results show that successful
registration of ABU scans may be accomplished for comparison and integration of
information. © 2009 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. DOI: 10.1118/1.3193678
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Mammography is the accepted technique for breast screening
aimed at detecting cancer at early stages. However, exposure
4288 Med. Phys. 36 „9…, September 2009 0094-2405/2009/36to radiation, low positive predictive values, and low sensitiv-
ity in dense breasts are concerns.1–3 Contrast enhanced mag-
netic resonance imaging MRI is very useful, but it would
be helpful to have noninvasive, less expensive, and time-
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the breast qualitatively for size, shape, firmness, or location
of mass. Despite the utility of clinical breast examination or
palpation, it has been shown to be dependent on the exam-
iner, interpreter, and other factors that could be relatively
inaccurate.5 Ultrasound U.S. is used frequently to evaluate
breast masses mainly mammographic soft tissue densities as
opposed to focal and clustered calcifications as well as
changes in the breast structure.6,7 U.S. has been mainly use-
ful in its ability to differentiate simple cysts from solid
masses
8–10
notably in mammographically dense breasts.11–14
Breast U.S. scans are currently performed free hand by radi-
ologists and technologists using U.S. systems providing real
time two dimensional 2D images with relatively small field
of view. Conventional U.S. imaging is performed freehand in
a different geometry than mammography, which can make it
difficult to correlate lesions in the two modalities. Studies
have shown that at least 10% of the time, lesions found in the
U.S. images do not correspond with those in the
mammograms.15
Currently, for tracking response to breast cancer therapy,
qualitative and coarse quantitative changes are detected us-
ing palpation as the primary method. This is supplemented in
some cases by visual comparison of images during the
course of therapy. Even more accuracy and precision are
required for treatment trials where early prediction of re-
sponse is attempted. In patients undergoing therapy for ma-
lignant tumors, it can be vitally important to gauge the effec-
tiveness of the therapy when there are questions regarding
appropriate follow-up therapy. According to a study on the
change in tumor volume measured using MRI, volume
change estimation could possibly aid in evaluating response
to chemotherapy and may act as a detection and diagnostic
tool in the future.16 As for U.S. tracking, breast tumor bound-
aries have been typically poorly defined in image volumes
after the onset of chemotherapy or radiation therapy.17 A
small study on chemotherapy showed that it may induce in-
flammatory or fibrotic changes in the tumor and standard
methods of assessing tumor size are only moderately
successful.18,19
Spatial registration that aligns temporally separated image
volumes should aid in visual and automated detection and
characterization of changes in volumetric images that are
now available in several modalities.20,21 We suggest that 3D
U.S. registration of periodic screening studies may become
highly useful in detecting and discriminating malignant
changes. Manual registration for the evaluation of large sets
of image volumes may be extremely time consuming and is
subject to substantial user variability depending on skill, pa-
tience, and experience. Automated or semiautomated regis-
tration of two image volumes taken at different times was
performed primarily to spatially align the two in the same
coordinate system in order to allow better comparison and
visualization of changes.22 This is becoming an effective tool
in diagnostics, therapy planning, image-guided surgery, and
treatment assessment.23–25 Registration helps in correcting
for slight changes in scan positioning during subsequent
studies of the patient and resolves ambiguities in positioning
Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009and actual location of some of the structures. This may help
in detecting subtle changes that may go unnoticed in unreg-
istered scans.
There are many different techniques to compute the geo-
metric transformations that map the coordinates of corre-
sponding points between two image volumes. The transfor-
mation model can be a simple rotate-translate model that is
applicable for a rigid site, e.g., human skull. A more general
linear transform is the affine transform that includes rota-
tions, translations, shearing, and scaling. There are many
situations where affine registration techniques are not suffi-
cient to achieve alignment of anatomy. Hence, a nonrigid
deformable model is needed to accurately represent the trans-
formation. Some of the commonly used nonrigid models are
based on parametrization, including general diffeomorphism
e.g., fluid model, spline based methods e.g., B-spline and
thin-plate spline TPS, Fourier based methods e.g., statis-
tical parametric mapping, etc.
In the “Demons” algorithm based on the fluid model, the
image entities or demons push according to local character-
istics of the image in a way similar to that proposed by
Maxwell in solving for Gibbs free energy in
thermodynamics.26 This algorithm, which is remarkably fast,
uses the optical flow equation to determine the demons force
at each pixel. When the gradient on the reference image is
low, the model may not be efficient. The strength of the force
that gets adjusted in the iterative process has been refined in
subsequent studies.27,28 Some of the salient features of this
model include the use of gradient information from a moving
image in order to deform it to a static reference image. At the
same time, good understanding of the regularization is criti-
cal to obtain a useful deformation field.
B-splines are piecewise polynomial of the order of n with
compact support and continuous n−1th derivative. Due to
compact local support, B-splines can be used to model local-
ized deformations and have advantages of reduced complex-
ity and low computational time.29 The displacement at any
point is given by the weighted sum of basis functions defined
over a limited region. The mapping function in a B-spline
based transformation is modeled based on translations of a
regularly spaced grid of control points. In another spline
based model—TPS, the transformation parameters are deter-
mined by minimizing the bending energy of a thin, hypo-
thetical 3D metal plate with edges clamped at infinity.30 The
spline coefficients are calculated by the least-squares
method. In the TPS-based deformation model, control points
are iteratively moved to maximize the similarity metric be-
tween the two image volumes. TPS can be used even if the
control points are irregularly spaced, and changing the posi-
tion of one control point changes the deformation of the
overall image. Using more control points reduces this influ-
ence but leads to higher computation cost.31,32 Selection of a
few control points results in a rough match, whereas selec-
tion of a larger number of control points results in large local
oscillations in the deformation model. Both these spline
based methods suffer because the ideal number of spline pa-
rameters number of control points is unknown. In order to
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plication of image registration, we have applied a single non-
rigid deformation model based on TPS.
Earlier registration work was applied to small volumes of
tissue usually containing a central mass such as a tumor. In
this study, we aim to evaluate the accuracy of a more difficult
problem, image-based spatial registration of compressed,
nearly whole breast image volumes. Our 3D U.S. system has
been augmented with a motorized transducer carriage above
a special compression plate developed in order to improve
the coverage over the whole breast.33–38
U.S. imaging, along with other coherent imaging systems,
suffers from speckle noise caused by interference effects be-
tween overlapping echoes from randomly distributed struc-
ture scatterers that are too small to be resolved. Speckle de-
grades the signal-to-noise ratio of the image and this could
lead to reduced performance in registration compared to
most other imaging modalities.22 Registration of whole
breast U.S. studies to each other is somewhat difficult due to
noisy images, artifacts, heterogeneity, and high mobility of
breast structures under mammographic-style compression.
Hence, some of the U.S. studies were performed in the same
session with patient repositioning to assess image registra-
tion accuracy under nearly ideal conditions. The accuracy
was estimated by the evaluation of displacement of visually
selected corresponding points referred to as “fiducials” in
the two image volumes by registration. For increased accu-
racy in tumor change evaluation, three studies on each ma-
lignant tumor case prior, during, and after chemotherapy
were performed.
When the registration is based primarily on the mass or on
tissue structures surrounding the mass, a nonlinear transform
could map the boundaries in the reference image to the
boundaries in the homologous image.39,40 This transform has
information about the size change and could be used for the
estimation of volume change. Using image volume based
registration IVBaR and the radiologist identified tumor re-
gion in the prechemotherapy image volume, we have devised
a new method of automated estimation of tumor volume.
Malignant masses have often been associated with in-
creased vasculature in comparison to benign lesions.41,42
Studies in the past have shown that the efficacy of U.S. for
discriminating breast masses is improved by adding the in-
formation from color flow Doppler imaging to the B-mode
grayscale information than just from B-mode imaging.43,44 In
this study, color flow Doppler scans were performed at each
time point to not only quantify the blood flow in and around
the lesion,45 but also to validate IVBaR of the 3D grayscale
information in these color flow image volumes by the result-
ing alignment of the Doppler-imaged blood vessels that were
not used in the registration. Previous studies have used in-
formation from major blood vessels in Doppler U.S. for fus-
ing with MRI or computed tomography CT images.46,47
The aims were to perform and assess the following:
1 Image volume based registration of automated U.S. in
the mammographic geometry. IVBaR under minimal
change in ABU scans was performed before and after
Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009repositioning for assessment of registration accuracy.
2 Tumor volume change estimation. Estimation of chemo-
therapy induced tumor volume change was performed
using IVBaR and validated.
3 Independent validation using Doppler imaging. Color
flow Doppler U.S. imaging was performed on selected
subjects with sufficient blood flow to provide an inde-
pendent measure of the accuracy of B-mode image
registration.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
Human studies were conducted at the University of
Michigan Comprehensive Cancer Center. An Internal Re-
view Board approved all procedures and informed consents
were obtained from patients.
II.A. Patient distribution
Subjects selected for this study included 10 women who
were scheduled to undergo chemotherapy based on the pre-
viously confirmed presence of cancer and 14 women with
suspicious/unknown masses who were scheduled for biopsy
with mean age of 469 yr. The mean time difference be-
tween pre- and postchemotherapy scans was 11514 days.
Among ten tumor cases, only seven were chosen for tumor
volume estimation based on tumor visibility as discussed in
Sec. II F. The Doppler study was performed on eight patients
five scheduled for biopsy of a suspicious mass and three
scheduled for chemotherapy who had detectable blood flow
see Sec. II G with mean age of 498 yr. A subset of pa-
tients was repositioned and rescanned for the registration ac-
curacy tests.
II.B. Setup
All U.S. scans were performed with a Logiq-9 U.S. sys-
tem General Electric Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, modified
to acquire individual B-mode or color Doppler images on
input trigger pulses. Images were obtained using a 10L linear
array transducer at 10 MHz central frequency for grayscale
imaging in most cases and in some cases with an M12L
transducer at the same frequency using a maximum number
of 8 transmit focal zones. Doppler imaging was performed at
a central frequency of 6.6 MHz pulse repetition frequency in
the range of 0.6–0.9 kHz depending on flash artifacts.
Each patient scanning session began with a radiologist
performing a 3D freehand U.S. scan across the breast to con-
firm the region of interest and to look for blood flow. Volu-
metric U.S. data were obtained and stored in the cine loop
buffer of the U.S. system by manually sweeping the U.S.
transducer across the volume of interest. The patient was
then positioned, as shown in Fig. 1, with her breast between
the top compression paddle, a TPX plate polymethyl pen-
tene, and the bottom supporting plate. A biocompatible mild
adhesive spray Got2b glued spiking spray, Advanced Re-
search Laboratories, Costa Mesa, CA stabilized the com-
pressed breast while providing reasonable acoustic coupling
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comfortably throughout the scan to minimize motion arti-
facts.
The automated breast ultrasound ABU scanning assem-
bly consisted of a two-axis U.S. transducer positioning sys-
tem above the top compression plate, as shown in Fig. 1. The
U.S. transducer was placed in a holder that was attached to
computer-controlled positioning system. Spring-loaded verti-
cal motion of the holder allowed the transducer to follow the
slightly curved surface of the compression plate. All ABU
scans were performed in the cranial-caudal CC position
with prior assessment of location of the mass and informa-
tion including pathology and conventional mammograms. A
3D grayscale image volume was obtained by translating the
transducer in the elevational direction by 12–13 cm. Proper
coupling between the transducer and the TPX plate was
achieved with water for CC views and coupling gel for oth-
ers. In order to reduce the air gap between the breast periph-
ery and the plate, a viscous, bubble-free U.S. gel LithoClear,
Sonotech, Inc., Bellingham, WA was applied. The 3D U.S.
volumes were acquired as a parallel stack of 2D U.S. images
taken with elevation separation of 0.4 mm and axial/lateral
voxel dimension of 0.1–0.15 mm depending on the depth of
imaging. Imaging a test object using the M12L transducer
through the TPX plate in order to determine the line spread
function revealed that the elevational, lateral, and axial full
width at half maximum resolutions were approximately 1.0,
0.4, and 0.2 mm.35 These methods and the effect of using a
compression plate for U.S. scanning were addressed.36 The
U.S. system trigger rate was set at 5 Hz resulting in a trans-
FIG. 1. View of the breast under partial compression by mammography-
style compression plates with the patient slightly rotated away in order to
show the apparatus. Here, the transducer holder was spring loaded in a
frame attached to the paddle and moves above the compression plate with
the transducer following the paddle surface. Notice that the transducer
holder can be rotated about the vertical axis for scans at angles not parallel
to the chest wall.ducer translation rate of 2 mm/s. One to three parallel 39 mm
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needed to cover the entire breast, depending on its shape and
size under compression and to the extent allowed by the
achieved acoustic coupling. Sweeps overlapped by 1 cm.
Other hardware and software interfaces developed to per-
form automated scanning, which included computer trigger-
ing of the Logiq-9 system for data acquisition, were dis-
cussed elsewhere.33
The region of interest ROI was identified in the auto-
mated grayscale scans to guide a cardiac-gated Doppler scan
that was performed over the ROI in a single sweep of the
U.S. transducer. This study was performed on patients with
cancers or with undiagnosed suspicious masses having suffi-
cient blood flow to be visible in the freehand U.S. Doppler
scan performed by the radiologist. The Logiq-9 image acqui-
sition was triggered at the peak of the R-wave in the ECG to
allow blood flow to peak at the breast after an appropriate
time delay of 165 ms based on a pilot study of four healthy
volunteers. After that the transducer was translated to its next
location by the computer-controlled positioning system. A 50
ms time delay was then implemented to let the transducer
positioning assembly stabilize and to minimize flash artifacts
in the Doppler image before arming the ECG trigger. The
process was then repeated for the length of the scan. A Dop-
pler image volume with color information covered approxi-
mately 444 cm3.
In order to evaluate reproducibility, a subset of patients
was taken out of compression and given a break, and all the
above positioning and scans were repeated within 30 min in
the same session.
II.C. Image acquisition
A total of 19 3D ABU grayscale scan pairs was acquired
in ten women consisting of nine pre- and midchemotherapy
scan pairs, five mid- and postchemotherapy scan pairs, and
five pre- and postchemotherapy scan pairs. For reproducibil-
ity evaluation of image volume by registration in the sim-
plest relevant cases, repositioning and recompressing the
breast in the same session within 30 min, ten pairs of gray-
scale ABU volumes were acquired.
In addition, to evaluate the effects of compression on vas-
cularity measures, automated 3D cardiac-gated Doppler U.S.
scans were collected at multiple compressions of the breast
in the same session in selected subjects with detectable blood
flow three patients undergoing chemotherapy and five with a
suspicious/unknown mass. The initial Doppler scan was
taken at near mammographic compression and the subse-
quent scans were taken either at the same, relaxed or addi-
tional compression as acceptable to the patient. Each Dop-
pler acquisition took less than 4 min.
II.D. Image preprocessing
After image acquisition along the slightly curved surface
of the compression plate, image data from each sweep were
aligned rapidly with those of its neighboring sweep using a
1D cross-correlation technique along the elevation direction
in the overlap region of 100389383 voxels or about
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consistent single image volume covering most of the breast,
typically with size of 700389383 voxels or about 70
39153 mm3 for a typical two transducer sweeps. Due to
the instability in the transducer holder and stepping motion, a
mean misalignment of 10.8 mm was detected along the
elevation direction between two adjacent sweeps and cor-
rected in all 19 ABU image volume pairs.
Doppler image volumes were acquired by a single sweep
of the U.S. transducer over the ROI surrounding the tumor.
Every automated 3D color flow image volume was converted
into two processed image volumes before registration. First,
the grayscale portion of the color flow image was retained,
while the color portion was zeroed out referred to as Dop-
pler image G or DI-G. Second, in every automated 3D color
flow image volume, the color portion of each Doppler image
was altered to a uniform color while the grayscale portion
was zeroed out referred to as Doppler image C or DI-C.
The color portion of the reference Doppler volume set was
replaced by uniform red color, shown as dark gray in gray-
scale figures, and that of the final volume set by uniform
green, shown as medium gray in grayscale figures. The util-
ity for these two image types is described in Sec. II G.
II.E. Image volume based registration „IVBaR…
Registration was performed semiautomatically and with
limited user interaction using the well-studied MIAMI FUSE©
software developed at the University of Michigan. This al-
gorithm maximizes a similarity measure, the classical Shan-
non mutual information MI.22,48 Registration of two U.S.
image volumes depends on the available MI in the image
volumes, which, in turn, depends on the amount of true
structural information such as specular reflectors and
changes in volumetric scatterers as well as shadowing, other
artifacts, and deformation of local tissue.
As a first step of registration, a 3D full-affine transforma-
tion was performed to take into account changes that are
global in nature between the two image volumes including
translation, rotation, scaling, and shear.49,50 Ordered pairs of
Nc control points were manually selected at presumed corre-
sponding locations in the two 3D volumes to establish initial
correspondence. In the full-affine transform, a mean Nc of
four pairs of points not all in the same plane was selected.
The algorithm utilizes the Nelder/Mead downhill simplex
optimization by iteratively moving the positions of the con-
trol points in the homologous image volume with an affine
transform. All other voxels were moved and interpolated
with the same transform until the MI was maximized.
The nonrigid TPS-based transformation was then per-
formed in order to accommodate elastic deformations of the
breast and local changes in the tissues. This needed at least
five control points in each 3D image volume pair. The loca-
tions of control points in the homologous image volume
were moved incrementally by the algorithm and the locations
of other voxels were interpolated using TPS. The algorithm
maximizes MI as above.51–53 The TPS mapping has 3Nc de-
grees of freedom and was globally defined everywhere. The
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ence image volume and Nc. In nonrigid transforms, addi-
tional sets of control point pairs were manually selected in
the grayscale U.S. image volume, here with mean Nc of 15.
In performing the transformations in the sequence of rigid,
affine followed by nonrigid, the data volumes were down-
sampled in a coarse-to-fine approach, referred to as a multi-
resolution optimization scheme. This strategy assured a
smooth global to local deformation and also that the control
points did not fall into local minima, keeping the registration
process efficient, robust, and less time consuming.54,55
As an example, in Fig. 2, a 2D composite image consist-
ing of registered pair of pre- and postchemotherapy images is
shown with a rough hypoechoic boundary. The larger tumor
in the quadrants from the pretreatment exam shows that the
tumor had reduced in size with therapy. Registration aligned
the two image sets in the same coordinate system, thus mak-
ing comparisons easier.
Manual selection of fiducial points was a time-consuming
procedure that was also prone to inaccuracy. In the absence
of a “gold standard,” this constituted a direct way to estimate
registration error in vivo without exterior or interior placed
landmarks that were impractical in breast imaging. In this
preliminary study, a senior radiologist performed the manual
selection of fiducials as identical, point-defining structures
including branching ducts, vessels, glandular, and connective
tissue patterns in the unregistered reference and homologous
image volumes. The registration transformation applied to
this set of fiducials in the reference image volume gave the
location of these reference fiducials in the homologous data
space. The mean Euclidean distance between these trans-
FIG. 2. Checkerboard 22 pattern of a registered pair of a prechemo-
therapy image top left and bottom right squares and a postchemotherapy
image top right and bottom left squares. The hypoechoic boundaries are
drawn for convenience dark gray red in online figure for pre-
chemotherapy and medium gray green in online figure for postchemo-
therapy images. The mean registration error was 8.42.6 mm.
It can be seen from spatial alignment of these images by registration that
the tumor had shrunk in size with therapy. Other reasons could include
changes due to differences in compression forces and thickness, as well as
differences in positioning within the range of normal mammographic
repositioning.formed fiducial points and their corresponding points se-
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mean registration error MRE. Note that the MRE was de-
pendent on the radiologist’s positioning and distribution of
the fiducials in both the image volumes and hence was de-
pendent on the radiologist’s skill and patience. Our estima-
tion of MRE includes the image registration error as well as
error in hand-picking fiducials.
Also measured was the mean pixel displacement, which
was defined as the Euclidean displacement of every pixel in
the U.S. image volume due to registration transformation.
Note that this automated measure was not a measure of reg-
istration accuracy but overall motion of pixels due to trans-
formation.
II.F. Tumor volume estimation using IVBaR in ABU
image volumes
For automated estimation of tumor volume in the
postchemotherapy ABU image volumes, the tumor in the
prechemotherapy image volume was hand segmented by the
radiologist using in-house segmentation software pro-
grammed in MATLAB®. For validation purposes, the tumor
volume in the postchemotherapy image volume was also
hand segmented by the radiologist. Using IVBaR and the
radiologist identified tumor region in the prechemotherapy
scan, we designed a new method of automated estimation of
tumor volume in subsequent studies as outlined below.
Typically, boundaries of breast tumors in U.S. image vol-
umes are even more poorly defined after the onset of
chemotherapy.19 An assumption in this study was that the
only tissues to change in the chemotherapy were those of the
tumor and the boundaries of the tumor. The automated esti-
mation of tumor volume of the later scan involved these
steps:
1 Prechemotherapy image volumes were registered with
later scan mid- or postchemotherapy image volume.
2 Radiologist hand segmented the tumor region in both
image volumes by setting intensity of tumor regions to
zero process of “masking”.
3 The transformation used in step 1 was applied to the
prechemotherapy image volume in step 2 to obtain the
automated tumor region in the image space of the later
scan.
4 The automated tumor volume of later scan was obtained
by summation of pixels in automated tumor region in
step 3.
5 Radiologist’s estimation of the tumor volume of later
scan was obtained by summation of manual segmenta-
tion of tumor region, which was then compared to that
of step 4.
Shown in Fig. 3 are the transformed prechemotherapy tu-
mor volume in Fig. 3a and the hand-segmented postchemo-
therapy tumor volume in Fig. 3b. In this case, the volume
estimate from the registration-based method was within 91%
of the radiologist’s measurement of tumor volume.
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Doppler U.S.
In the 3D color flow Doppler image volume, summation
of the number of color pixels gave a value, which, ignoring
attenuation effects, was related to the volume of relatively
fast moving blood. As blood vessels were widely distributed
throughout and hence reflect the deformations of the breast,
the movement of blood vessels was used as a surrogate to the
movement of muscle, fat tissue, glandular tissue, mammary
glands, ducts, and breast masses. Doppler reproducibility
studies under similar breast compression and identical sys-
tem settings were performed in the same session in order to
study the overlap of blood vessels using image registration.
Various color flow Doppler quantities were also estimated as
mentioned in an earlier study.45 Comparing the spatial over-
lap of color flow pixels between the Doppler image volume
pairs before and after registration, three independent and au-
tomated measures for validation of B-mode registration were
identified in the final aim of this study.
All U.S. system settings were identical between studies on
the same individual since Doppler signals are very sensitive
to system settings. Color Doppler artifacts were removed and
the overlap regions in corresponding color vessel segments
in the two registered image volumes were identified and
cropped. Three methods were identified for independent vali-
dation of B-mode image volume registration using the Dop-
pler image volume:
a Blood vessel overlap BVO ratio in the region sur-
rounding the mass,
b Automated separation of the centerlines of blood ves-
sels, and
c Manual separation of radiologist selected landmarks.
In method a, nonlinear registration of the two Doppler
image volumes was performed. As the first of two steps in
registering Doppler image volumes, the original grayscale
portion of the Doppler image volume DI-G1 was registered
to its later counterpart DI-G2. The resulting transformation
was applied to the color-information only DI-C1 image vol-
ume, and the registered color image DI-C pair was dis-
FIG. 3. a Slice from prechemotherapy image volume mapped into the
space of postchemotherapy image volume. The blacked out region marked
as “X” was obtained by applying the transformation of the pre- to
postchemotherapy registration to the hand-segmented prechemotherapy tu-
mor volume. b The corresponding slice in the hand-segmented postchemo-
therapy image volume for validation.played one on top of the other in the same coordinate system.
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scale figure the original DI-C1 image volume, in green
shown as medium gray in the grayscale figure the regis-
tered DI-C2 image volume, and in yellow shown as light
gray in the grayscale figure the overlap region. In this
cardiac-gated Doppler study, even with identical system set-
tings as well as breast compression, there were differences in
the region of blood vessel imaged in U.S. depending on the
time-varying physiological conditions of the subject. As one
automated relative measure of registration accuracy, the
BVO was defined as the Doppler intersect volume yellow,
or light gray in the grayscale figure  divided by the smaller
of the two Doppler volumes which is red plus yellow or
green plus yellow dark gray plus light gray or medium gray
plus light gray in the grayscale figure. This was chosen to
give a scale of 0–1 in all cases and BVO of 0.5 when the
segments were of the same size and overlap by half. This
measure was evaluated for eight patients at either equal to or
at 10% of equal compression levels as measured by
plate separation. In addition, changes in the blood volume
were evaluated at varying compression levels.56
Figure 4 illustrates the use of BVO in color flow data as a
method to quantify relative registration error, which is inde-
pendent of the grayscale data used in the registration process.
Breast compression thicknesses were 7.0 and 7.5 cm, and
volumes of color flow pixels were measured as 880 and
1220 cm3, giving a fractional change in color pixel density
CPD of 0.4 and a change in BVO from 0.51 before regis-
tration to 0.74 after registration.
In method b, registration accuracy could be obtained
from the displacement of the vessel segments from each
other in the registered image volume pair. The appearance of
a color pixel in a Doppler image volume depends on Doppler
U.S. system settings including PRF, WF, and grayscale-color
balance. In a real time 2D Doppler U.S. image, portions of
the blood vessel segment were not always seen; the diameter
appeared to fluctuate with the cardiac cycle and with subtle
FIG. 4. a Unregistered pair and b registered pair in a slice of 3D Doppler
color image volumes with grayscale portion blacked out. Dark gray red
was the color of blood flow under moderate breast compression, medium
gray green under relaxed compression, and light gray yellow was the
overlap region. Notice the increase in flow with relaxation and also the
increase in the light gray yellow region with registration. The registration
was performed on the grayscale portion of the image volume with colored
pixels zeroed. Refer to Figs. 5 and 6.variations in attenuation by overlying tissues as the view was
Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009changed slightly under identical Doppler settings in the U.S.
system. The length of the displayed vessel segment varied
even more substantially, and if not tightly curved, contained
little measurable information about vessel position along the
direction of the vessel. A curved line along the vessel’s geo-
metric center could best represent the position of the blood
vessel segment in the 3D Doppler image set, but the infor-
mation on the location of the curve at any one point was only
in the two dimensions normal to the vessel segment at that
point. Measurement in 3D of the normal displacement be-
tween the two renderings of the vessel gave the registration
error at that location in two of the three dimensions.
Centerline separation value CSV was defined as the per-
pendicular distance between the centers of blood vessels
measured in the 3D image volume. CSV of blood vessels is
based on a curved line passing through the geometric center
of the vessels. As totally automatable and independent of the
image information used in registration, the CSV is a good
alternate indicator of registration error. MRE is based on a
few observer-identified points on the structures in grayscale
image volume. In order to match the reader study procedure
and for convenience in programming, the fitting to the cen-
ters of the vessels was performed only within individual 2D
images of the 3D Doppler image volume along the maximum
length of the vessel. This distance is the registration error
vector component in one of the three dimensions in space.
Thus, for assumed isotropic error, CSV3D should yield a
value that is approximately 3 1.73 times CSV. If per-
formed in a full 3D fit, CSV3D would give a more accurate
2D estimate of registration error.
In our software, the semiautomated extraction of the cen-
terline needed two inputs from the user—start and end points
of the blood vessel segment. The algorithm worked as fol-
lows. The lengths of line segments within the blood vessel
passing through the starting point at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°
were measured in the image plane. The midpoint of the line
segment with minimum length among the four was marked
as the geometric center of a small region of the blood vessel
around that point. Along the line segment of maximum
length, another point at a distance d from the location of the
previous point was identified as the next center point. The
process of identification of center points was repeated until
the end point was reached. A value of d=4 pixels was used.
As a technique demonstration, two test cases were evaluated
with one at equal breast compression and the other at re-
duced compression, taken in the same session. An example
of the method shown in Fig. 5 is a masked Doppler image
volume pair acquired before and after relaxation of compres-
sion along with the points on the centerline.
In method c, the presence of special features such as
branches in the blood vessels in the Doppler image volumes
could provide identifiable homologous points, which were
more valuable than lines for 3D estimate of registration error.
The mean separation of the radiologist identified Doppler
fiducial DF points yields DF separation value DFSV that
could be compared to the reference grayscale MRE. In order
to demonstrate the technique in this study, two cases were
selected with sufficient visibly identifiable blood flow pat-
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at different compressions. Again an example of the method
was shown. Figures 6a and 6b show the original 2D Dop-
pler image pairs of a region around the tumor acquired at
equal breast compression, separated by repositioning, in the
same session. In Figs. 6c and 6d are shown the registered
2D Doppler image pair with DF points along the center of
twisting blood vessel segments or bifurcations.
III. RESULTS AND SUMMARY
Registration transformations that yielded an MRE less
than 10 mm were considered as successful registrations.
IVBaR on reproducibility patients. Registration was suc-
cessful on nine out of ten ABU reproducibility studies with
MRESD=3.21.2 mm maximum=5.5 mm. One out
of ten registrations of reproducibility study cases failed with
MRESD=22.49.3 mm due to external skin marks from
an earlier surgical procedure that made repetition of
mammography-style compression very difficult and registra-
tion unsuccessful.
IVBaR on chemotherapy patients. Among the ten subjects
undergoing chemotherapy, five were evaluated at all three
time points along chemotherapy of which only three were
evaluated in the same view CC resulting in three pairs each
of pre-mid-, mid-post-, and pre-postcombinations. Results on
the 17 image volume pairs on chemotherapy cases as pre-
sented in Table I includes the successful registration on five
out of seven pre- to midchemotherapy, four out of five mid-
to postchemotherapy, and three out of five pre- to
postchemotherapy scans with an overall MRESD
FIG. 5. 2D automated centerline extraction algorithm has identified points
along the centerline on a the reference image mask and b the registered
homologous image mask. c Lines of pluses and stars are the centerlines of
blood vessel from a and b, respectively. The CSV was estimated to be the
mean length of separation between these two line segments. In this
compression-relaxation study, CSV was estimated to be 1.00.4 mm,
while the reference MRE obtained from registration of the corresponding
DI-G grayscale image volume pair was 0.80.4 mm.=5.22.0 mm maximum=9.2 mm. Shown in Fig. 7 is
Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009the displacement of fiducial markers in the transformation of
a prechemotherapy to postchemotherapy B-mode ABU im-
age volume. In Fig. 8a, a rectangular grid of deformation in
the U.S. imaging plane is shown for a successful registration
with MRE of 4.52.1 mm. Figure 8b is the corresponding
B-mode image from registering the mid- to postchemo-
therapy image volumes. An indistinct hypoechoic mass is
present at the bottom center of the 2D image shown roughly
by a white colored oval.
Among these tumor cases, three cases were registered
successfully at all stages of chemotherapy and had lower
MRE than most of the other registered cases. This might
explain the slightly low registration errors as well as pixel
displacement in the three pre- to postchemotherapy image
volume registration refer to the last row in Table I. Tissue
deformability, phase aberrations, and refraction artifacts due
to inhomogeneities are large in the human breast leading to
high registration errors. Reasons for inability to register
some of the U.S. scans include necessary changes in com-
pression thickness and force possibly due to patient weight
loss and also positioning differences within the range of nor-
mal mammographic repositioning. The five unsuccessfully
registered image volume pairs of chemotherapy cases have
FIG. 6. A patient with invasive ductal carcinoma showing hypoechoic, ir-
regular shaped mass on the left breast scanned before chemotherapy. a and
b Doppler image pair showing blood flow around the tumor scanned at
equal breast compressions in the same session within 30 min of each other.
c and d Registered DI-G image pairs of reference and homologous image
volumes, respectively. Radiologist identified Doppler fiducial DF points on
twisting blood vessel segment are shown for reference as gray red-colored
stars. Separation between 17 of the DF pairs was 0.30.3 mm compared
with an MRE of 0.20.2 mm from fiducials on the grayscale image
volumes.MRESD of 30.818.4 mm.
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obtained in registering the original pre- to later mid- or
post- chemotherapy grayscale image volumes, later scan-
chemotherapy tumor volume was obtained using registration
method. Due to unsuccessful registration, partial tumor vis-
ibility, dominating shadowing artifacts, and multifocal tu-
mors, only seven out of ten cases were selected for the au-
tomated tumor volume estimation. In the seven cases
evaluated, the radiologist estimation of tumor volume in pre-
chemotherapy scan ranged from 0.2 to 9.93 cm3 mean
=3.2 cm3. In the later scan, radiologist estimation of tumor
volume ranged from 0.1 to 2.1 cm3 mean=1.3 cm3 as
compared to the registration-based automated tumor volume
estimate that ranged from 0.1 to 2.2 cm3 mean=1.5 cm3,
as shown in Fig. 9. The correlation coefficient between these
estimates was 0.9876 P0.0001. The mean percentage
change in the ratio of tumor volumes from the tested method
and manual method was 868%. Thus, prior knowledge on
the boundary of the lesion in the reference image volume and
successful registration allow the volume of the lesion in the
homologous image volume to be obtained with reasonable
accuracy. Furthermore, the longest linear tumor dimension
FIG. 7. Movement of fiducial markers on target postchemotherapy image
volume to align with the reference prechemotherapy image volume with
MRE=5.51.5 mm maximum=13.2 mm, as estimated by automated
TABLE I. Description of various types of scans with t
deviation, and maximum registration errors and pix
volumes in the study population going through chem
overall 21 out of 27 3D ABU grayscale scan pairs w
respectively. Corresponding mean pixel displacemen
Type of scan No. of registered/No.
Reproducibility 9/10
Pre- to midchemotherapy 5/7
Mid- to postchemotherapy 4/5
Pre- to postchemotherapy 3/5registration. Size of arrows doubled in order to view arrow heads better.
Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009from the margins in automated and hand scans were within
2013% of those from the pathology, where the tumor
specimen was often distorted from its shape in vivo. The
main advantage of such automated tumor volume estimation
was the reduced necessity to manually identify the tumor
boundary in subsequent scans. This saved the radiologist’s
time and perhaps gave a more accurate fractional volume
change.
Doppler imaging. The color flow Doppler image pairs
were acquired on a small region surrounding the lesion at
multiple compressions on three patients undergoing chemo-
therapy and five patients with suspicious/unknown masses
using identical Doppler settings. From the Doppler studies,
the detectable vascularity or CPDs were estimated to change
by +1.5%, 9%, and +86%, respectively, for equal compres-
sion reproducibility, for 7% increased compression and for
9% relaxation of breast compression. In relaxation of breasts
that were under compression, an initial rush of blood sug-
gested that the steady state was not reached in a time frame
of 1–2 min and further investigation was needed. For repro-
ducibility and changing compression cases, fractional change
in CPD measured as a function of fractional change in plate
separation distance is shown in Fig. 10. For additional com-
pressions below 10% of the original compression level, the
resulting decrease in CPD gave a linear best-fit estimate of
1.4x+0.5, where x=percentage change in plate separation for
increasing compression x0. Relaxations up to 15% re-
sulted in a strong increase in CPD, recorded after the initial
FIG. 8. a Rectangular grid of deformation in the U.S. image plane of a
successful registration with MRE=4.52.1 mm and b the corresponding
slice in the mid- to postchemotherapy registered image volume with indis-
tinct hypoechoic mass at the bottom center identified roughly by the white
mber of successful registrations. The mean, standard
splacement of registered 3D U.S. grayscale image
py were shown. 12 out of 17 longitudinal scans and
egistered with the MRE=5.22 and 4.31.7 mm,
122.6 and 9.92.4 mm.
al
Registration error
mm
Pixel displacement
mm
Mean SD Max Mean SD Max
3.2 1.2 5.5 7.2 2.1 13.4
4.8 1.7 7.9 13.7 3.4 24.8
5.5 2.5 9.2 10.5 1.9 15.6
5.3 1.9 8.1 11.1 2.3 16.8he nu
el di
othera
ere r
ts are
of totoval.
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the change in CPD of 0.4x2+0.1x−0.9 for x0.
Doppler registration accuracy. Table II indicates that ap-
plying the transform obtained via grayscale registration to
the color pixels of the Doppler images produces an increase
in BVO, showing that the blood vessels, tissues, and other
structures overlay better spatially after registration. Increase
in BVO was nominal 31% when registering image volumes
acquired at the same compression level, as there was little
misalignment between scans. On the other hand, the increase
in BVO 213% and 88% was high in cases with unequal
breast compression levels, indicating that there was consid-
erable shift of tissue structures with changing compression.
Also summarized in the third column in Table II, the MRE is
substantially lower in registrations of image volumes ac-
quired with changing breast compression than that with the
pre- to postchemotherapy scans refer to the third column in
Table I. In these 15 Doppler image volume pairs, BVO in-
creased from 0.32 to 0.59 or about +84% with IVBaR for
various compression levels.
In the centerline separation method, all the cases shown
in Table II are evaluated with equal, increased, and relaxed
FIG. 9. Postchemotherapy tumor volume as estimated by automated regis-
tration in comparison with that of the radiologist hand-segmentation in
seven cases. The reference line y=1.11x+0.05 derived by least-squares
method was shown along with 95% confidence interval lines. The black
dotted line was the identity line shown for reference.
TABLE II. Various study groups of population that un
#C denotes number of patient undergoing chemothera
unknown mass who were also scheduled to underg
registration error mm in registering the grayscale p
corresponding mean CSV mm of registered image
with registration.
Doppler study type #Scan pairs on #patients
Reproducibility 4 on 3C
More compression 7 on 2C,5M
Less compression 4 on 1C,1MMedical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009breast compression. In these 15 Doppler image volume pairs,
the mean MRE and mean standard deviation were estimated
to be 1.10.6 mm, while the corresponding mean CSV was
1.50.6 mm. In a breast relaxation study shown in Fig. 5, a
CSV of 1.00.4 mm is obtained from 289 points along the
centerlines of 13 blood vessel segments. This is comparable
to the reference MRE of 0.80.4 mm from registration of
DI-G grayscale image volume pair. In the same subject,
equal breast compression Doppler image volume pair ac-
quired in the same session yielded a CSV of 0.30.1 mm
from 299 points along the centerlines of 13 blood vessel
segments that is comparable to the reference MRE of
0.20.2 mm.
In the radiologist identified fiducial method of evaluating
registration accuracy on two test cases, 17 fiducial points
were identified on the color flow pairs acquired in the same
session with equal compression as shown in Fig. 6 and the
DFSV of 0.30.3 mm is comparable to the reference gray-
FIG. 10. Percentage change in detected vascularity CPD given as a func-
tion of percentage change x in breast compression or plate separation for
eight patients. Doppler measurements were performed after subject had been
under compression for the approximately 10 min duration of other scans.
Additional compression beyond that for the pulsatility resulted in a drop in
blood flow, giving a linear fit to CPD change: 1.4x+1.5. Relaxations below
15% resulted in a sudden increase in CPD, which may suggest that mea-
surements should be acquired after a brief relaxation period to avoid the
non-steady-state rush of blood from the measured region. Ignoring the ob-
vious outlier open circle, CPD changed in a nonlinear manner refer to
text.
ent the different amounts of compression. Note that
d #M denotes number of patients with suspicious or
psy. The third and fourth columns give the mean
n of the Doppler image volume DI-G pair and the
e pair. The fifth column gives the change in BVO
RE mm CSV mm Change in BVO
.60.4 0.70.3 0.59–0.77 +31%
.20.5 1.80.6 0.15–0.47 +213%
.60.9 1.80.8 0.33–0.62 +88%derw
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In another Doppler image volume pair with 7% relaxation in
breast compression, the DFSV value obtained using 30 fidu-
cial points was 1.30.5 mm versus the reference grayscale
MRE of 0.80.4 mm from registration of DI-G grayscale
image volumes.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the majority of pre- and postchemotherapy ABU scans,
it was possible to spatially align the two temporally sepa-
rated image volumes with a modest alignment error suffi-
ciently small enough to aid identification of tumor remains
after half or all of the neoadjuvant chemotherapy treatment.
Breast image volume pairs acquired in the same session were
registered in order to obtain a baseline registration study with
minimal internal change. Almost all the registration on pairs
involving immediate repositioning of the breast cases was
successful, with registration error within a few millimeters.
Furthermore, in this study, automated U.S. scans have fixed
slice separation e.g., 0.4 mm and thus eliminated the ap-
proximation involved in estimating the tumor volume in
hand scans. It can be seen from BVO, grayscale MRE, and
Doppler MRE in reproducibility and change in compression
color flow Doppler studies that spatial registration does align
the image volumes. This alignment appears to be enough that
it should help with the often difficult identification of the
residual tumor location in post-treatment cases with full or
substantial regression.
While MIAMI FUSE© is a very versatile algorithm for mul-
timodality registration, it is computationally intensive, limit-
ing the number of control points by working on the entire
image volume. Deformations with high spatial frequencies
may not be fully recovered. Also, registrations could be im-
proved with better placement of initial control points or by
adding control points within the ROI. More work is needed
in finding the optimal number of control points for 3D U.S.
image volume of a given quality. Clinical registration is ex-
pected to become faster with better optimization of algo-
rithms and faster computers. Spatial compounding or alter-
nate registration methods may improve registration results
achieved in this study.57 Spatial compound imaging, which is
now available in many U.S. systems, increases signal-to-
noise ratio by using multiple scan directions and reduces
shadowing, motion and refraction artifacts.58 Median
filtering59 and speckle reduction imaging60 available in the
Logic9 system could also improve registration accuracy.
Great care should be taken with image processing techniques
as the images may look unfamiliar to clinicians. Thus for
practical considerations, it may be therefore be necessary to
retain original image and use the processed image as second-
ary source of information.61
Measuring the accuracy of clinical registrations was a
very challenging task in the absence of a gold standard. For
such evaluations, multiple observers may be required to
mark fiducials as well as the boundary of the tumor. Even
though a multireader study would bring out statistically sig-
nificant results along with inter-reader and intrareader vari-
Medical Physics, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 2009ability comparisons, this could not be performed in this pre-
liminary study and could be a part of a larger clinical trial. A
breast phantom with tissues and structures similar to that in
breast and which can mimic the chemotherapy induced
changes in a breast mass was fairly difficult to make.62 Nu-
merical models have been tested, but it was outside the scope
of this study.
Estimation of tumor volume change is considered as a
good tool for assessing the effectiveness of therapy. Conven-
tionally, the single longest linear dimension was considered
as a measure of the tumor size. In some studies, the three
longest orthogonal linear dimensions are considered as a
measure of the tumor volume. The effectiveness of therapy
was classified as a complete or partial responder depending
on the change in these one or three linear dimensions. The
methodology used in this manuscript was to estimate the
actual tumor volume change using image registration, having
measured the initial tumor volume. IVBaR applied on a tu-
mor segmented prechemotherapy image volume provides a
means to track the remaining tumor tissues and residues in
the postchemotherapy image volume and also to determine
change in tumor volume automatically. This has been com-
pared to the radiologist’s hand-segmented estimate of the
postchemotherapy tumor volume. In this process, the seg-
mented tumor region in prechemotherapy image volume
does not contribute toward the registration. Upon the suc-
cessful application of this procedure to a larger clinical study,
this could have clinical impact by minimal use of radiolo-
gist’s time in identifying tumor region in subsequent scans.
Using Doppler image volumes, three independent indica-
tors of accuracy of the registrations of B-mode image vol-
umes blood vessel overlap, centerline extraction, and radi-
ologist identification of fiducial features have been
explored. The first two of these three measures are automated
and minimally dependent on the observer. Among these mea-
sures, CSV of blood vessels is based on a best-fit curved line
passing through the geometric center of the blood vessels
and hence should be less noisy indicator of registration error
than MRE and DFSV which are based on a few points on the
structures in the grayscale image volumes and blood vessels
in the Doppler image volumes, respectively. These methods
can be applied to any other easily segmented objects in im-
age volumes from any imaging modality, as those segmented
features were not critical for the registration. Doppler scans
covered a smaller ROI of breast, generally centered under the
compression plate when compared to the whole breast
B-mode image volume. This could have contributed to a
lower MRE in Doppler image volumes. The Doppler vascu-
larity metric, CPD, can be measured relatively consistently
over the range of compressions changes from 10% to
+15% of the compression initially judged by the patient as
acceptable for a series of scans of up to 10 min.
The cardiac-gated Doppler U.S. study was performed as-
suming that there was a uniform time delay since the onset of
R-wave for blood flow to peak at the breast for all patients
and this could be changed. There are various factors that
contribute to this time delay including stress-level, emotions,
heart rate, and age, etc. Newer U.S. systems have a peak-
4299 Narayanasamy et al.: Registration of sequential breast automated ultrasound studies 4299detect Doppler mode that takes Doppler scan at various time
points during a cardiac cycle allowing for postprocessing to
detect the peak blood flow in the breast. During the Doppler
scan, the patients had been under mammographic compres-
sion for a few minutes as long as it took for getting good
coupling in the breast through the compression plate and
this could have contributed toward low blood flow in some
subjects. In the future work, care will have to be taken to
relax compression for an adequate time period before modest
recompression in the Doppler portion of the U.S. study.
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